Updating to iComfort or iSeries couldn’t be easier, get started today.

Call 1-888-593-8177 to speak with a Serta

®

Sleep Specialist.

Click to visit icomfort.com for additional information,
including product videos or to find a retail location near you.

Browse this catalog and learn what updating to iComfort or iSeries can do for you.
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Sleep System by Serta ®

When it’s time to shop for a new mattress, it can be difficult to find the one that meets all of your unique needs.
You may be intrigued by the many benefits of memory foam, but are afraid to make the switch because you’ve
heard that foam mattresses sleep too hot, sink in too deeply or change comfort over time. With so many options
available today, how can you find a mattress that will provide you with the rejuvenating sleep you need?

Introduce yourself to the mattress that revolutionized memory foam.
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Real owners are very
satisfied with their
iComfort Mattress*

98

of iComfort owners are satisfied
with their mattress purchase

97%

would recommend iComfort
to a friend or colleague

9of10

would recommend iComfort
to a friend or colleague

%

To learn more about what actual owners
say about iComfort, please read some of
their ratings and reviews at icomfort.com
* Source: GfK Buyer Satisfaction Study, 2012

Sleep System by Serta ®
The superior comfort of memory foam infused
with the support and cooling touch of gel
Serta changed the memory foam mattress category forever when we introduced the iComfort® Sleep
System in 2011. These mattresses featured the world’s first memory foam infused with the support
and cooling touch of our own MicroSupport® gel. Since its introduction, the iComfort® Sleep System
has helped people get the comfort they need without the potential negatives associated with traditional
memory foam sleep systems.
Every new iComfort® mattress features Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam – Serta’s latest
breakthrough in gel memory foam technology. This is the world’s first material to combine both our
original MicroSupport® gel and our MicroCool+® gel in a material with up to 25% more total gel than our
original formula. This represents a new science in memory foam, re-engineered from the bottom up for
excellent comfort, support, temperature regulation, and durability.

Order your iComfort
4

Sleep System today

Outstanding Pressure Relief
Too much pressure build-up while you sleep can cause disruptive tossing and
turning. Serta’s Cool Action™ Dual Effects® material is uniquely designed to help
reduce average body pressure while you sleep, which can help reduce tossing and
turning for a deeper and more restful sleep.
Support Where You Need It Most
Serta’s Cool Action™ Dual Effects® material works to uniquely support your
body where it needs it most. Millions of MicroSupport® gel beads gather
under the areas of your body that need extra support. With the right support,
your muscles can relax and rejuvenate so you can wake up feeling refreshed.
In fact, 9 out of 10 iComfort owners agree that their iComfort mattress provides
them with the right level of support. (Source: GfK Buyer Satisfaction Study, 2012)
Enhanced Cooling Comfort
Heat build-up during the night can cause uncomfortable and restless sleep.
Serta’s Cool Action™ Dual Effects® material combines an open cell structure with
our exclusive MicroCool+® gel to significantly increase airflow and the ability to
dissipate heat. Together these properties help whisk heat away from the body.
In fact, 98% of iComfort owners who are sensitive to temperature while sleeping
rate their sleep quality positively. (Source: GfK Buyer Satisfaction Study, 2012)
Comfort That Lasts
Serta’s Cool Action™ Dual Effects® material has been engineered and extensively
tested to deliver exceptional comfort for years. Plus, it’s designed to maintain its
pressure-relieving comfort through a wide range of home temperatures.

Call 1-888-593-8177 or click icomfort.com
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Insight™ EverFeel™

Contouring, pressure-relieving comfort at the sleep surface

Queen Set
Starting at

1,299

$

Experience all the benefits of Serta’s Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam with the
Insight model, now enhanced with EverFeel™ Technology. This mattress offers contouring,

FIRM

SOFT

pressure-relieving comfort at the sleep surface while also supporting your body where it
needs it most.

1

¾” Serta® EverFeel™ Technology

2

1½” Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

3

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

1
2
3

to order call

6

1-888-593-8177

Genius® EverFeel™

Perfect balance of plush comfort and extra-firm support

Queen Set
Starting at

1,599

$

Interested in memory foam but prefer an extra-firm mattress? Our popular Genius model
offers a firmer feel at the surface, and is now enhanced with our EverFeel™ Technology.

FIRM

SOFT

This mattress features a 2” layer of Serta Support Foam below our Cool Action Dual
®

™

Effects® Gel Memory Foam, allowing you to experience the benefits of our gel memory
foam technology from a firm mattress.

1

¾” Serta® EverFeel™ Technology

2

1½” Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

3

2” Serta® Support Foam

4

Comfort Last Foam Core with Ultimate Edge Support

1
2
3

or click

icomfort.com

®

®

Free White
Glove Delivery!
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Sleep System by Serta ®

Savant® EverFeel™ Cushion Firm

Queen Set
Starting at

1,799

$

Love the comfort and support of our most popular Savant® model, but looking for something
slightly firmer? This cushion-firm version of the Savant combines our Cool Action Dual Effects
™

®

FIRM

SOFT

Gel Memory Foam and EverFeel™ Technology for contouring, pressure-relieving comfort. Finally,
a layer of our original Cool Action™ Gel Memory Foam helps create a firmer feel when compared
to the Savant® EverFeel™ Plush, but not as firm as the Genius® EverFeel™ model.

1

¾” EverFeel™ Technology

2

1½” Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

3

1” Cool Action Gel Memory Foam

1

2
3
4

4

2” Serta® Support Foam

5

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

5

to order call

8

1-888-593-8177

Savant® EverFeel™ Plush Plush comfort meets advanced support

Queen Set
Starting at

1,799

$

Our most popular iComfort® model combines plush, cushioning comfort with advanced support and
is now enhanced with Serta’s exclusive EverFeel™ Technology. A layer of our EverCool® Memory Foam

FIRM

SOFT

works with the Cool Action Dual Effects Gel Memory Foam to gently contour and cradle at the sleep
™

®

surface. This not only helps relieve pressure build-up, it also helps provide your body with proper and
targeted support throughout the night.

or click

1

2” Serta® EverCool® Memory Foam + 1” Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

2

¾” Serta® EverFeel™ Technology

3

1½” Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

4

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

icomfort.com

1

Free White
Glove Delivery!

2
3
4

Sleep System by Serta ®

Prodigy EverFeel™

Queen Set
Starting at

Luxuriously comfortable, yet extremely supportive

Want to feel totally supported while experiencing luxuriously plush comfort? The Prodigy model cradles
and cushions at the sleep surface, while providing a deeply supportive sleep experience throughout the

1,999

$

FIRM

night. It’s the only iComfort model to feature 3 layers of advanced memory foams, plus our exclusive
®

EverFeel™ Technology. That means you get the targeted support your body needs while sleeping in
cradling, ultra-plush comfort.

1

2” EverCool® Memory Foam + 1” Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

2

¾” EverFeel™ Technology

3

1½” Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

4

1” Cool Action™ Gel Memory Foam

5

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

3

Advanced
Memory Foams

1
2
3
4

5

to order call

10

1-888-593-8177

SOFT

“I feel support

”

from head to toe.

– Danielle, iComfort owner

Enhanced cooling
from the surface.
Taking Sleep Technology in a New Direction

®

MicroCool+
Gel

Serta® changed the memory foam category forever with the iComfort® Sleep System,
which featured the world’s first memory foam infused with the support and cooling
touch of Serta’s MicroSupport® gel. This revolutionary sleep system has helped
people get the comfort they need without the potential negatives associated with
traditional memory foam sleep systems. In fact, 98% of iComfort® owners surveyed
are satisfied with their mattress purchase and 97% would recommend iComfort to a
friend or colleague.

(Source: GFK Buyer Satisfaction Study, 2012)

The iComfort® Directions® luxury gel memory foam collection features 4* exclusive
technologies in a sleep system designed from the surface to the core for enhanced
cooling comfort and individualized body support. At the heart of each bed is our

MicroSupport
Gel

®

deepest, plushest layer of Cool Action™ Dual Effects® material, the world’s first memory
foam to combine both Serta’s original MicroSupport® gel and our breakthrough
MicroCool+® gel in a material with up to 25% more total gel than our original Cool
Action™ gel memory foam.
12

Individualized support
from the core.

heat and
moisture flow

1
Each iComfort® Directions® mattress features 4*
exclusive technologies designed to balance comfort,
support and temperature regulation:

1

Thermo°Cool™ yarn fabric cover
with TENCEL® fibers
This exceptionally soft material is designed to help
improve heat and moisture flow at the sleep surface.
Plus, TENCEL® fibers can resist the growth of mold,
bacteria and dust mites.

2

EverCool® GfX Memory Foam
This is the world’s first premium, breathable memory
foam featuring an infusion of super heat-conducting
graphene material for supple, body-conforming comfort
and an extra ability to whisk heat away from the body.
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2

3

Cool Action™ Dual Effects®
Millions of Serta’s original MicroSupport® gel beads
gather under the areas of your body that need extra
push back support. Meanwhile, our MicroCool+®
gel features advanced phase change material
encapsulated in a proprietary gel designed to
efficiently capture, store and ultimately dissipate away
heat from the mattress layers above. This unique

3

and exclusive design works to provide more support
where your body needs it and gives the material an
enhanced ability to transport heat away from the

4

4

mattress layers above it.
Pods™ Gel-Activated Support
Strategically placed macro-gel discs work with our
Comfort Last® foam core support system to help
provide extra push back support from the deepest
part of the mattress and a firmer seating edge.

push back
support

* Excludes the Acumen® Firm model, which features 3 of the 4 exclusive
technologies. iComfort Directions® Acumen™ model shown.
ADVANSA Thermo°Cool™ is a Trademark of ADVANSA
TENCEL® is a Trademark of Lenzing AG
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Inception™

Queen Set
Starting at

1,999

$

This luxury mattress is designed to balance comfort, support and
temperature regulation with 4 exclusive features.

1

Thermo°Cool™ Yarn Fabric Cover with TENCEL® Fibers

2

1" EverCool® GfX Memory Foam with 1" Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

3

2" Cool Action Dual Effects Gel Memory Foam

4

1" Pods™ Gel-Activated Support

5

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

™

®

FIRM

SOFT

1
2
3
4
5

to order call

16

1-888-593-8177

Acumen™ Firm

Queen Set
Starting at

2,299

$

Experience the perfect balance of extra-firm support and deep pressure-relieving
comfort. This luxury mattress features 3 exclusive technologies to balance comfort,

FIRM

support and temperature regulation.

1

Thermo°Cool™ Yarn Fabric Cover with TENCEL® Fibers

2

2" Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

1
2
3

or click

4

3

2" Serta® Support Foam

4

1" Pods™ Gel-Activated Support

5

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

icomfort.com

5

Free White
Glove Delivery!

SOFT

Acumen™ Plush

Queen Set
Starting at

2,299

$

Experience the unique combination of individualized body support and plush,
contouring comfort. This luxury mattress features 4 exclusive technologies to

FIRM

SOFT

balance comfort, support and temperature regulation.

1

Thermo°Cool™ Yarn Fabric Cover with TENCEL® Fibers

2

2" EverCool® GfX Memory Foam with
1" Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

1
2
3

3

2" Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

4

1" Pods™ Gel-Activated Support

5

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

4
5

to order call
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1-888-593-8177

Reinvention®

Queen Set
Starting at

2,699

$

This luxury mattress uniquely combines the benefits of our dual-action gel memory foam
technology with a deep cushion-firm feel. It features 4 exclusive technologies to balance

FIRM

comfort, support and temperature regulation.

1

Thermo°Cool™ Yarn Fabric Cover with TENCEL® Fibers

2

2" EverCool® GfX Memory Foam with 1" Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

1

2
3

3

1" Cool Reaction® Slow Recovery Latex Foam

4
5
6

or click

4

2" Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

5

1" Pods™ Gel-Activated Support

6

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

icomfort.com

Free White
Glove Delivery!

SOFT

Epic®

Queen Set
Starting at

2,999

$

Our top-of-the-line iComfort® Directions® mattress offers a unique combination of luxurious
comfort and substantial body support. It features 4 exclusive technologies to balance

FIRM

comfort, support and temperature regulation.

1

Thermo°Cool™ Yarn Fabric Cover with TENCEL® Fibers

2

2" EverCool® GfX Memory Foam with 1" Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

1
2

3

1½" Cool Action™ Gel Energy Foam

4

2" Cool Action Dual Effects Gel Memory Foam

5

1" Pods™ Gel-Activated Support

6

Comfort Last® Foam Core with Ultimate Edge® Support

3
4
5

™

®

6

to order call
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1-888-593-8177

SOFT

Shop Worry-Free Today
Try in your home for 120 Days
We want you to make your iComfort Sleep System
by Serta purchase with complete confidence.
We know that even after making a careful selection,
sometimes people may need a different level of comfort.
That is why your iComfort mattress purchase is backed
by our 120 Day In-Home Trial Policy.*
25 Year Limited Warranty
Every iComfort and iComfort Directions mattress
set comes with a 25 Year Limited Warranty.
Free White Glove Delivery
Our white glove service includes delivery,
set-up and removal of your old bedding set.
Consumers Digest Best Buy
Every iComfort model has been named a
Consumers Digest Best Buy.**
Call 1-888-593-8177 or visit icomfort.com for
complete in-home trial, warranty & white glove delivery details.
* Call 1-888-593-8177 for details. Excludes delivery and set-up fees. Other charges may apply. Offer
does not apply to Serta® adjustable foundations, iComfort pillows or any other iComfort accessories.
** The Best Buy Seal and other licensed materials are registered certification marks and trademarks of
Consumers Digest Communications, LLC, used under license. For award information, visit consumersdigest.com.

“iComfort felt like

”

it was made for me.

– Thomas, iComfort owner

Intelligent Comfort. Individual Support®
Cool Action™ Dual Effects®
Gel Memory Foam

Are you interested in the benefits of a memory foam mattress, but prefer the comfort and support

Premium Memory Foam
Infused with MicroSupport® Gel
and MicroCool+® Gel

of a traditional innerspring? It’s time to experience the iSeries® Hybrid Sleep System by Serta.
Our iSeries mattresses combine the same memory foam innovations found in our all-foam
iComfort® Sleep System with the support of an advanced innerspring. This unique construction
works to provide intelligent cradling and cooling comfort at the sleep surface with deep individual
support for each sleep partner.
Duet® Coil

Individually Wrapped
Coil-in-Coil
Support System

Order your iSeries

Sleep System today

Every new iSeries®
mattress features:
Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam
Serta’s latest breakthrough in gel memory foam technology is
the world’s first dual-action gel memory foam infused with both
Serta’s original MicroSupport® gel and our latest MicroCool+®
gel. Millions of gel beads gather under the areas of your body
that need extra support while also helping the mattress
dissipate heat away from the sleep surface.
Duet® Coil
Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
This exclusive support system features strategically placed
Duet® Coils that properly balance comfort and support across
the entire sleep surface, allowing the system to respond to each
sleep partner individually. Plus, our Duet Coil Support System
features a posturized design, with nearly two-thirds of the Duet
Coils concentrated in the center third of the innerspring.

25

Vantage Firm

Queen Set
Starting at

1,299

$

This mattress is built to feel like a traditional firm model while offering the
benefits of our gel memory foam technology. It features a layer of our

FIRM

SOFT

Cool Action Dual Effects Gel Memory Foam for enhanced cooling and
™

®

comforting and targeted support. Plus, a layer of Serta® Support foam
creates a firmer feel when compared to the Vantage Plush model. This
model replaces the iSeries® Applause model, which was top-rated in a
leading consumer magazine.
1
1

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

2

Serta® Support Foam

3

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

2
3

to order call

1-888-593-8177

Vantage Plush

Queen Set
Starting at

1,299

$

This mattress is built to feel like a traditional plush model while offering the benefits of
our gel memory foam technology. It features a layer of our Cool Action™ Dual Effects®

FIRM

Gel Memory Foam for enhanced cooling and comforting and targeted support. Plus, a
layer of Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam gently contours to the body for enhanced cushioning.
This model replaces the iSeries® Applause model, which was top-rated in a leading
consumer magazine.

1
1

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

2
3

or click

2

Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

3

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

icomfort.com

Free White
Glove Delivery!

SOFT

Merit Super Pillow Top

Queen Set
Starting at

1,499

$

The gentle cushioning of a pillow top mattress is paired with proper body
support. This mattress features a layer of our Cool Action™ Dual Effects®

FIRM

SOFT

Gel Memory Foam for enhanced cooling and comforting and targeted
support. Plus, a layer of our soft yet supportive Serta® Comfort XD™ Foam
gently cradles the body to help reduce the pressure build-up that can
cause discomfort and disrupt a peaceful sleep.

1
1

Serta® Comfort XD™ Foam

2
3

2

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

3

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

to order call

1-888-593-8177

Expression Firm

Queen Set
Starting at

1,599

$

Experience the benefits of our gel memory foam technology with a firm mattress.
It features our Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam to help relieve pressure
while providing targeted support and enhanced cooling comfort. Two layers of Serta

FIRM

®

Support Foam rest under the Cool Action™ material, allowing you to experience the
benefits of this advanced material in a firm mattress.

or click

1

1

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

2

Serta® Support Foam

3

Serta® Support Foam

4

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

icomfort.com

2

Layers
Serta® Support
Foam

Free White
Glove Delivery!

2
3
4

SOFT

Approval Super Pillow Top

Queen Set
Starting at

1,799

$

This mattress combines the cushioning comfort of a pillow top mattress
with the individualized support of an advanced innerspring. It features

FIRM

our Cool Action Dual Effects Gel Memory Foam plus our exclusive
™

®

EverCool® GfX Memory Foam. These foams work together to provide
enhanced cooling comfort and pressure relief. Plus, Serta® PillowSoft™
Foam gently contours to the body for enhanced cushioning.

1
1

EverCool® GfX Memory Foam

2

Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

3

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

4

Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

5

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

2

3

4

5

to order call

1-888-593-8177

SOFT

™

The new top-of-the line iSeries® Profiles™ collection features our most advanced
comfort and support technologies in a luxurious and sophisticated design. Each
iSeries Profiles mattress also features our new exclusive EverFeel™ Technology for
a difference you’ll feel the moment you lie down.

™
1 Thermo°Cool yarn fabric cover

with TENCEL® fibers
This exceptionally soft material is designed to help
improve heat and moisture flow at the sleep surface.
Plus, TENCEL® fibers can resist the growth of mold,
bacteria and dust mites.
®
2 EverCool GfX Memory Foam

This is the world’s first premium, breathable memory
foam featuring an infusion of super heat-conducting
graphene material for supple, body-conforming comfort
and an extra ability to whisk heat away from the body.

1

2

3

Cool Action™ Dual Effects®
Millions of Serta’s original MicroSupport® gel beads
gather under the areas of your body that need extra
push back support. Meanwhile, our MicroCool+™
gel features advanced phase change material
encapsulated in a proprietary gel designed to
efficiently capture, store and ultimately dissipate away

3

heat from the mattress layers above. This unique
and exclusive design works to provide more support
where your body needs it and gives the material an
enhanced ability to transport heat away from the
mattress layers above it.

4

4

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped
Coil-in-Coil Support System
This exclusive support system features strategically
placed Duet® Coils that properly balance comfort and
support across the entire sleep surface, allowing the
system to respond to each sleep partner individually.
Plus, our Duet Coil Support System features a
posturized design, with nearly two-thirds of the Duet
Coils concentrated in the center third of the innerspring.

Honoree Cushion Firm

Queen Set
Starting at

1,999

$

This mattress delivers the benefits of our gel memory foam with a cushion-firm feel
at the surface, which is in between the feel of a plush and an extra-firm mattress.

FIRM

SOFT

It features a layer of our exclusive Cool Action Dual Effects Gel Memory Foam
™

®

to help relieve pressure while providing targeted support and enhanced cooling
comfort. This mattress is also enhanced with our exclusive EverFeel™ Technology
for a difference you’ll feel the moment you lie down.

1

1

Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

2

EverFeel™ Technology

3

Cool Action Dual Effects Gel Memory Foam

4

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

™

2
3
®

4

to order call

1-888-593-8177

Honoree Super Pillow Top

Queen Set
Starting at

2

Get the cradling and contouring comfort of a pillow top while your body gets the

Layers
Serta® PillowSoft™
Foam

support it needs. This mattress features a layer of our exclusive Cool Action™ Dual

1,999

$

FIRM

SOFT

Effects Gel Memory Foam to help relieve pressure while providing targeted support
®

and enhanced cooling comfort. Plus, two layers of Serta® PillowSoft™ foam provide
gentle cushioning. This mattress is also enhanced with our exclusive EverFeel™
Technology for a difference you’ll feel the moment you lie down.

or click

1

1

Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

2

EverFeel™ Technology

3

Cool Action Dual Effects Gel Memory Foam

4

Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

5

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

™

icomfort.com

2

3
4

®

Free White
Glove Delivery!

5

™

Prominence Firm

Queen Set
Starting at

2,499

$

Experience the perfect balance of our gel memory foam technology and extrafirm support. This mattress features two layers of our Cool Action™ Dual Effects®

FIRM
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Gel Memory Foam to help relieve pressure while providing targeted support and
enhanced cooling comfort. Then, a layer of Serta® Support Foam under the Cool
Action material allows you to experience its benefits from a firm mattress. It is also
enhanced with our exclusive EverFeel™ Technology for a difference you’ll feel the
moment you lie down.

1

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

2

EverFeel™ Technology

3

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

4

Serta® Support Foam

5

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

1
2

3
4

5

to order call

1-888-593-8177

Prominence Super Pillow Top

Queen Set
Starting at

2

Plush, contouring comfort is paired with advanced support. This mattress features

2,499

$

Layers
Dual Action
Foam

two layers of our Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam helps relieve pressure
while providing targeted support and enhanced cooling comfort. Plus, a layer of Serta®

FIRM
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PillowSoft™ Foam provides gentle cushioning. It is also enhanced with our exclusive
EverFeel™ Technology for a difference you’ll feel the moment you lie down.

or click

1

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

2

EverFeel™ Technology

3

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

1

4

Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

5

Serta® Support Foam

6

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

icomfort.com

Free White
Glove Delivery!

2

3
4

5

6

™

Caliber Super Pillow Top

Queen Set
Starting at

2

Our top-of-the-line iSeries® mattress combines luxurious, ultra-plush comfort with

2,999

$

Layers
Dual Action
Foam

individualized support. This is the only iSeries mattress to feature three layers of

FIRM

advanced memory foams, including a layer of our exclusive EverCool GfX Memory
®

Foam and two layers of our Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam. These
foams work together to provide enhanced cooling comfort and pressure relief. It is
also enhanced with our exclusive EverFeel™ Technology for a difference you’ll feel the
moment you lie down.

1

EverCool® GfX Memory Foam

2

Serta® PillowSoft™ Foam

3

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

4

EverFeel™ Technology

5

Cool Action™ Dual Effects® Gel Memory Foam

6

Duet® Coil Individually Wrapped Coil-in-Coil Support System
with BestEdge® Foam Encasement

1

2

3

4

5

6

to order call

1-888-593-8177

SOFT

The Serta®
Motion Perfect® II
Adjustable
Foundation
Enhanced comfort and support that adjusts to you
The Serta® Motion Perfect® II is a new and improved version
of our best-selling adjustable foundation, and is designed
to provide customized comfort and support whether
you are watching television, working on your computer
or just relaxing in bed. This foundation is finished with an
upholstery-grade cover to complement a variety of Serta
mattresses and bedroom furniture.

Exclusive ZipFit®
Matches your mattress seamlessly to the base, with no
unsightly metal bar. It even makes changing the linens
on your mattress easier.

Wireless Motion-Sensitive Backlit Remote
Buttons illuminate when remote is picked up.
Features four factory preset positions (Flat,
Lounge, TV/PC, Zero G) for added convenience.

Wall Saver
Ensures your sleep set stays in position as you adjust
your foundation. This way, you’ll always be close to your
nightstand, and can use a headboard with your foundation.

Zero Standby Power™ System
Consumes ≤ .5 W of energy
when not in use.

Gravity Release Safety Feature
Uses head and foot motors to lower the mattress by
retracting only with gravity, never pulling downwards,
minimizing pinch points.

Battery Backup
Ensures you can adjust your
foundation to the flat position
in the event of a power failure.

High-Performance Weight Capacity
Up to 850 pounds for each base, including the mattress.
See product manual for more details.
Zero Clearance Design
Allows foundation to easily fit into platform frames
(with or without legs) and sleigh beds.
A Full Range of Accessories
Includes several leg options, headboard
brackets and casters.

to order call

1-888-593-8177

or click

icomfort.com

Free White
Glove Delivery!
41

The Serta®
Motion Signature™
Adjustable
Foundation
Customize your comfort, support and relaxation
The Serta® Motion Signature™ Adjustable Foundation offers
several advanced features so you can enjoy comfort, support
and relaxation whenever you are in bed. This foundation
features our exclusive Pro-Fit™ retainer bar system to keep
your mattress perfectly contoured to the foundation, making
it an excellent match for an iSeries® hybrid mattress. Plus,
you can relax and unwind after a long day with an advanced
massage system featuring multiple massage waves.

Innovative Pro-Fit™ retainer bar system
4 corner Pro-Fit™ retainer bars keep your mattress perfectly
contoured to the foundation, making this foundation an
excellent match for an iSeries® hybrid mattress.
Wall-Snuggler™ Design
Proprietary technology keeps you in reach of your nightstand
during articulation. Both top and bottom decks move together,
eliminating any gaps at the foot of the bed.
One Button Safety Stop Feature
Automatically stops the bed from adjusting in the event
of a weight overload.

Ergonomically Designed Remote
Sleek, wireless backlit remote with inset buttons.

Remote Stand with USB and 2 AC Outlets
Charge laptops, mobile phones or other light
devices conveniently while sleeping or resting.
Made for Mobile™ Bluetooth® Control + Nightlight
Control the bed and nightlight under the bed with the
remote or with Android and Apple devices using a free
downloadable app.

Pre-Programmed Memory Positions
3 pre-programmed positions include Flat, Zero Gravity
and Anti-Snore.
Multiple Massage Waves
Ultra-quiet, 3 pre-programmed wave massage modes
with 10 intensity levels.
A Full Range of Accessories
Includes several leg options, headboard
brackets and casters.

to order call

1-888-593-8177

or click

icomfort.com

Free White
Glove Delivery!
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The Serta®
Motion Custom®
Adjustable
Foundation
The ultimate customizable bedroom experience
With 9 all-new features, the Serta® Motion Custom® Adjustable
Foundation provides enhanced comfort and support for all
aspects of what you do in bed – from watching television, to
catching up on emails, to simply lounging.
Plus, enjoy greater convenience with Bluetooth™ connectivity,
allowing you to sync the foundation to your smartphone or
tablet. And don’t forget the added comfort of our six-level
massage option.

Adjustable Lumbar Support
Independently powered with an extra four inches
of lower back support. Patent pending.
90-Degree Independent Head Tilt Support
Adjusts the tip of the head section for a head and
neck position that’s perfect for reading or watching TV.
Six Massage Levels
Both the head and foot section feature a synchronize button
that activates the head and foot massage simultaneously.
Use the timer feature for 10-, 20- or 30-minute massages.
Convenience Lighting
Under-the-bed lighting for a relaxing atmosphere,
or to help illuminate your way during the night.

Bluetooth™ Connectivity
Control the base using your smartphone
or tablet. Free applications available for
download from Apple and Google stores.

Magnetic Remote Storage
Never lose your remote again. Via a special
panel sewn into the side of the base, the remote
magnetically sticks and stays where you put it.
High-Quality Wireless Speaker System
6-inch subwoofer and two 3-inch satellite
speakers that connect most audio devices
equipped with Bluetooth™ connectivity.

Smooth Power™ Lifting System
Features head and foot motors that gradually increase
in power when articulated, providing a seamless
transition from position to position.

USB Power Ports
Connect two USB chargers on each side of
the base, powering your most essential devices
while you relax or sleep.

to order call

1-888-593-8177

or click

icomfort.com

Free White
Glove Delivery!
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iComfort® Pillows
A good night’s sleep doesn’t end with a new mattress. Choosing the right
pillow is just as important to ensure a comfortable sleep experience.

1

Renewal Refined® Pillow

5

2-in-1 Scrunch Pillow®

Features our Cool Action Gel Energy Foam, designed to respond

Hundreds of Cool Action™ gel memory foam cushions allow you to fluff it up or

instantly to pressure to help comfort and support the head and neck.

bunch it together like a traditional down pillow – letting you choose your ideal

Plus, our MicroSupport® gel provides extra support and helps enhance

level of pillow comfort. Unlike traditional down pillows, however, the iComfort®

the cooling properties of this material.

Scrunch Pillow® is designed to hold its shape and support your head and neck

™

Queen Size (30"x19"): $129.00

while you sleep.
Queen Size (28"x18"): $79.00 King Size (34"x18"): $99.00

2

Directions® Pillow

Travel Size (17"x11"): $39.00

The first pillow to feature our Cool Action™ Dual Effects® molded into
a core of premium, supportive memory foam. This design works to
provide enhanced cooling comfort at the pillow surface while providing
deep-down cushioning and support.
Standard Size (24"x18"): $99.00

3

FreeStyle® Pillow
Provides ideal comfort and support regardless of your sleep position.
Our unique Cool Action™ material helps alleviate pressure points and

2-in-1 Reversible Mattress Protector
Protect your investment in your new iComfort® mattress with the 2-in-1 Reversible
Mattress Protector. It’s designed to work specifically with your iComfort® (or
iSeries®) mattress and protect against spills, stains and allergens. The reversible
design allows you to choose one side with soft, natural TENCEL® fibers for
enhanced moisture wicking and cooling comfort, or the other side featuring a
special cotton blend for a warmer feeling that’s still breathable. This mattress
protector is designed to work with a Serta Adjustable Foundation and comes
with two iComfort TENCEL® pillow protectors.

properly supports your head, neck and shoulders. Meanwhile, the

Twin XL: $99.00 Queen: $139.00 King: $159.00 Cal King: $169.00

unique design of the pillow ensures proper support for the shoulders and

10-year limited warranty

neck while maintaining the low profile preferred by stomach sleepers.
Standard Size (24"x18"): $129.00

4 Contour Pillow
Combines the comfort of premium memory foam with the support of
Serta’s MicroSupport® gel. This unique “contour” shape is ergonomically
designed to comfortably support and cradle your head and neck.

Cooler
TENCEL® side

Reversible
Protection

Secure corner
straps ensure
a proper fit and
are ideal for use
with adjustable
foundations

Cotton side for
added warmth

Standard Size (20"x15"): $99.00
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